Use Case: Content Management - Store and Maintain Your Learning Assets

As universities look to strategically move into workforce development, they need to have access to the content that has been created within the curriculum. Institutions have been given the task of creating an additional revenue stream through continuing education offerings. In order to create a return on investment through these offerings, faculty and administrators need to be able to reuse content that has already been developed. Utilizing Retrieve’s Curriculum Portfolio provides a platform that can contain all syllabi, assessments, and supporting materials, and which is designed for fast retrieval of information.

With the Curriculum Portfolio, a university can enter metadata on courses, assessments, and supporting materials, so that retrieval is as simple as entering the search terms. Interoperability within the institution becomes possible when administrators, faculty, and staff can collaborate and access the information they need at the moment they need it. Access is set by the university, so you can grant and maintain access as the situation necessitates.

Prior to a scheduled accreditation visit, or when you are looking for feedback on a substantive change submittal, you can grant your accrediting agency access to your Curriculum Portfolio, instead of printing and binding required documents. And you can use our notes feature to house all conversations around curriculum in one place so you can track the rationale behind changes, to provide transparency to your accreditor on why your curriculum evolves.
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